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Editorial

The Valiant Woman
(Proverbs 31:10-31)

Rev. Fr Robert Brucciani, District Superior

The attraction of the valiant
woman

for those who yearn for truth and
goodness.

A seminary professor of Sacred
Scripture once explained, ‘The reason why the husband of the valiant
woman was sitting at the gate with
the senators was because he simply
had to get out of the house!’ – the
inference being that his valiant
wife was too stressful to be around
because of her incessant activity.
Of course, this was said in jest for
the opposite was true – the husband would have regretted every
moment he was away from her. He
might have been attracted to her
gracefulness and exterior beauty if
she indeed possessed these qualities, but this would be nothing compared to the attraction he felt for
her spiritual beauty. It is ever thus
6
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At Vespers ( Chjarles Edward Halle
1846-1914)

The nature of spiritual beauty
St Thomas Aquinas makes the distinction between physical beauty
and spiritual beauty (which is called
‘honesty’ in the sense of ‘being worthy of honour’). He says that:
Beauty or comeliness results
from the concurrence of clarity
and due proportion. The beauty
of the body consists in a man
having his bodily limbs well proportioned, together with a certain
clarity of colour. In like manner
spiritual beauty consists in a
man's conduct or actions being
well proportioned in respect of the
spiritual clarity of reason. Now
this is what is meant by honesty,
which we have stated (Article 1)
to be the same as virtue; and it is
virtue that moderates according
to reason all that is connected
with man. Wherefore "honesty
is the same as spiritual beauty."
(2a2aeQ145a2)
Being spiritually beautiful, therefore, is the same as being virtuous.
Being virtuous is possessing the
habit of acting according to right
reason to obtain that which is good.
Being supremely virtuous in this life
is possessing the habit of acting by
the light of reason illuminated by
faith to procure the ultimate Goodness which is God. A spiritually

beautiful soul, therefore, is one on
the path to heaven with the supernatural virtues of faith and charity.

Spiritual beauty is not in
activity but in harmony
The spiritually beautiful woman
might be led by her reason to an
active life as the Book of Proverbs
relates (Proverbs 31:10-31), but
from what has already been said,
her activities are not the source of
her spiritual beauty. A woman can
be equally beautiful living a contemplative life in a convent, or any
other sort of morally ordered life.
What makes her beautiful is not her
particular activity, but the conformity of her will to the Divine Will.
This is a consoling thought for
those who have not been granted
natural gifts in any remarkable
degree. Anyone can be spiritually
beautiful because everyone has a
will – it just needs supernatural
grace and a continuous intentional
conformity with the Divine Will to
become spiritually beautiful.

Why is she called valiant?
The Valiant Woman is spiritually
beautiful and to be praised, but why
is she called valiant? To be valiant is
to have the virtue of fortitude. The
7
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Valiant Woman has this virtue, but
she also has the rest, so why is fortitude attributed to her in particular?
To answer this question, we have
to understand in what fortitude
consists. St. Thomas says:
The term ‘fortitude’ can be taken
in two ways. First, as simply denoting a certain firmness of mind,
and in this sense, it is a general
virtue, or rather a condition of
every virtue, since as the Philosopher states (Ethic. ii), it is requisite for every virtue to act firmly
and immovably. Secondly, fortitude may be taken to denote firmness only in bearing and withstanding those things wherein it
is most difficult to be firm, namely
in certain grave dangers. Therefore, Tully says (Rhet. ii), that
‘fortitude is deliberate facing of
dangers and bearing of toils’. On
this sense fortitude is reckoned
a special virtue because it has a
special matter. (2a2aeQ123a2)
The fortitude that gives the valiant
woman her title is the first sort –
that firmness of mind which made
her act virtuously at all times.

Why is she a woman?
The question then arises: why does
Solomon take a woman to be the
model of spiritual beauty? Why not
8
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a man? The answer is evident if we
observe the reality of human nature. ‘Solomon says that the valiant
woman is to be praised because
she feared the Lord. Now, we all
know that the only thing husbands
fear is the wrath of their wives,
so if the wife fears the Lord and
the husband fears the wife, then
everything will be correctly ordered in society!’
Maybe I should become a seminary
professor.

Thanksgiving and welcome
Please offer prayers of thanks for
the ordination of Rev. Mr Joseph
Budds to the deaconate. He now
has a character on the soul and is
consecrated to his duties of reading
the Gospel, preaching, assisting the
priest at the Holy Sacrifice and distributing Holy Communion.
We are happy to announce the arrival of an additional priest in Dublin, Rev. Fr Henri Wuilloud, who
will arrive later in the year after six
years as District Superior in Africa
and twelve years as District Superior of Switzerland. This is truly a
blessing for Ireland. Deo gratias.
In Jesu et Maria,
Rev. Robert Brucciani.

Saints

The Lily of Éire
Kelly Murphy Bannwart

The life and martyrdom of Saint
Dymphna give testimony to the
beauty of a soul devoted entirely to
Jesus Christ. The earliest written
account of the saint dates to the
thirteenth century, apparently long
after she died1. This was based
on oral tradition passed down and
includes a written testimony by
Bishop Guy I of Cambrai in France
(1238–47), who indicated that the
saint has long been venerated at
the church in Gheel in Antwerp,
Belgium. While St Dymphna has
been long revered in Belgium 2,
it appears that her life may have
begun in Ireland.
Over time, St Dymphna became
equated with the early medieval
Irish saint Damhnad of Tedavnet,
in the diocese of Clogher in Co.
Monaghan. Some modern scholars,
however, believe this identification

Martyrdom of St Dymphna and
St Gereber

to be false and that we are dealing
with two distinct saints3. This
makes the task of disentangling the
histories and sites associated with
possibly two different individuals,
sharing similar names, rather difficult and confusing. Nonetheless,
the story of St Dymphna’s potential
Irish origin deserves our attention.
9
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According to tradition, St Dymphna
was the daughter of the pagan king
of the petty kingdom Oriel who
reigned over the region consisting
of present-day Louth, Armagh and
Monaghan4. As a child, she was
baptised in secret by the good
priest Gerebern (also known as
Gerebernus). Dymphna was formed
in the faith and catechised by Fr
Gerebern. As Dymphna neared the
coming of age, she consecrated
herself as a virgin to Christ out of
her love for the Saviour and her
deep devotion to purity. Her mother, the queen of Oriel, was also a
Christian and a strikingly beautiful
woman5. The latter tragically died
while Dymphna was but a teenager4.

Her husband was deeply stricken
with grief by her passing. While
in the throes of grief, the pagan
king – his soul void of Christian
faith and virtue – soon began to
desire his daughter who bore a
striking resemblance to her beautiful mother. He soon presented
his daughter with a marriage proposal in order to fulfil his deviant
desires. Dymphna was appalled by
her father’s proposal and resolved
to preserve her virginity and resist
his evil, incestuous designs7. She
spurned his advances and quickly
fled her Irish homeland accompanied only by her faithful priest, Fr
Gerebern, as well as the court jester and his wife8.

St Dymphna's Church, Gheel, Belgium (CC - BY - SA 3.0 JH-man)
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Again according to tradition, St
Dymphna continued in flight with
her companions until she reached
Antwerp in Belgium, settling in
Gheel, near the chapel of St Martin9. The king was enraged upon
learning that his daughter had fled
from Ireland and from his proposal. He sent his servants to track
her down. It was not long before
they located her whereabouts by
examining coins from Ireland supplied as payment by Dymphna to a
local hotelier in Belgium. The king
made haste to Gheel to confront
his daughter. Upon his arrival in
Gheel, he commanded his servants
to slay Gerebern. The king then

accosted his daughter and again
proposed marriage. When she resolutely refused he flew into a mad
rage, unsheathed his sword and
struck off her head. The body of
St Dymphna was buried at Gheel
and the bones of St Gerebern were
eventually carried off to Xanten in
Germany10. St Dymphna was reportedly fifteen years of age at the
time of her martyrdom11.
During her flight from Ireland, St
Dymphna is believed to have taken
rest from her journey at a well in
Lower Lavey in Co. Cavan12. It is
more likely, however, that the well
was connected with St Damhnad

St Dympna's shrine and well, Caldavnet, Tydavnet, Co Monaghan - geograph.org.
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but that over time Dymphna’s growing fame replaced the local memory
of Damhnad. Whatever the case,
the well – located near the ruins
of a small late medieval chapel
dedicated to the saint – is claimed
to be one of the oldest pilgrimage
sites in Ireland. The pilgrimage
to St Dymphna’s holy well was
revived in 1935. On the feastday of
St Dymphna, 15 May, in 1938, over
3,000 Irish pilgrims processed to
the holy well in Lavey in tandem
with processions taking place in
Gheel, in honour of the virgin martyr13. Veneration of St Dymphna or
the ‘Lily of Éire’ as the saint is affectionately known in Ireland, continues to the present day in Gheel
and in Ireland where this holy well
operates as one of the stations of
the pilgrimage of St Dymphna14.
Pilgrims continue to flock also to
the shrine of St Dymphna in Gheel
on her feastday as well as on the
Tuesday after Pentecost15.
As devotion to St Dymphna grew on
the Continent in the late medieval
period, an artist by the name of
Goossen Van der Weyden painted
an elaborate altarpiece depicting
scenes from the saint’s life and
martyrdom on behalf of the Norbertine monks of Tongerlo Abbey
near Gheel16. The altarpiece was
initially displayed at the abbey in
1505, but was terribly damaged
12
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and nearly obliterated during the
French Revolution17. Despite the
damage done by years of neglect
and destruction, the Phoebus
Foundation has recently facilitated
its remarkable restoration18. The
restored masterpiece is on display

Goossen Van der Weyden (1455–1543),
Scenes from the Life of Saint Dymphna:
the Flight to Antwerp, ca.1505
The Phoebus Foundation, Antwerp

from April through August of this
year at St Dymphna’s Church in
Gheel19.
As the cult of martyrdom grew
around St Dymphna and St Gerebernus into the modern period,
many families of those who were
mentally afflicted sent their loved
ones to Gheel in faith that St
Dymphna, the patroness of the
mentally ill, would intervene and
help to bring about miraculous
cures through her intercession20.
The approach to treating the mentally ill in Gheel is fairly unconventional. Those suffering from mental
illness are briefly institutionalised
upon their arrival for a preliminary
assessment. The patients are then
released and encouraged to apply
themselves to work in agriculture.
The mentally ill are housed by local
families and treated with Christian
charity. This approach has proven
to be highly effective in improving the mental state of those sent
to Gheel. The intercession of St
Dymphna on their behalf is credited as the cause for the successful
treatment and restoration of many
struggling with mental illnesses21.
The lives of St Dymphna and St
Gerebernus are beautiful testimonies of lives lived and sacrificed
for Christ. St Gerebernus provides
a strong and beautiful image of

spiritual fatherhood, which stands
in stark contrast to the disordered
fatherhood represented by St
Dymphna’s earthly father. The love
that St Dymphna’s earthly father
had for her was deeply depraved
and afflicted by lust. His pagan
beliefs left his disordered desires
unbridled by the necessary confines of Christian faith and virtue.
St Gerebernus, on the other hand,
loved St Dymphna in a truly authentic manner. Out of true charity and
love for her soul, St. Gerebernus
accompanied his spiritual daughter, encouraging her in the faith and
feeding her spiritually. He never
abandoned her, even unto death –
happily sharing in her martyrdom.
As a spiritual father, he emulated
Christ’s sacrifice for souls in lovingly laying down his life to protect
the virginity and purity of the soul
of St Dymphna.
St Dymphna is rightfully revered
as a beautiful model of a life lived
well. At a young age, she chose
to live her life free from sin and
worldly pursuits. At a sermon delivered on her feastday in 1938 at St
Dymphna’s Church in Lavey, Very
Rev. Prior Ryan offered the following reflection on the virtue and wisdom of St Dymphna:
And what a wise virgin she was!
How well she understood the
13

truth that it is not by sin that
men win happiness, but rather
that happiness is the harvest of
holiness sown in the hard wood of
the Cross and sprinkled with the
blood of life-long suffering22 .
St Dymphna and St Gerebernus
pray for us!
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Blessed Anna-Maria
Taigi:
An Extraordinary Mission
Nadine O'Donoghue

During the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, Christendom appeared to
be eclipsed. Man had sacrificed the
authority of God for the authority of
freethinking philosophers. Modernists
had formally embraced the synthesis
of all heresies, leading souls astray
with their false doctrines. With the
rights of man to the forefront, laxity
in morals prevailed. God was mocked,
clergy divided and popes imprisoned.
The enemies of God, determined to
finish the papacy, had turned their
wrath on Rome. But God sent Anna to
be a light upon a lampstand.
Blessed Anna-Maria Taigi (1769–
1837), a humble Italian housewife,
was chosen for a special mission: to
confound the proud and the strong.
In her first year of marriage, while
walking with her husband Domenico
in the crowded piazza of St Peter’s,

Anna Maria Taigi

Anna bumped into a priest who
would become her confessor. She
respectfully excused herself and kept
walking. However, an interior voice
whispered to the priest ‘notice that
15

woman for I will one day confide her
to your care … I have chosen her to
become a saint’.1 An interior voice
also spoke to Anna that day, calling
her to renounce herself and live in
a simpler manner. With Domenico’s
blessing, renouncing all her jewellery,
pearls and tresses, she abandoned
her will to God. Our Blessed Mother
appeared to Anna revealing the path
she was to follow:
You must be devoted above all to
doing His will and submitting your
own constantly to His in the state of
life in which it has pleased Him to
call you. Therein lies your special
vocation.2
A young priest by the name of Fr
Rafaële Natali was permitted to live
with the Taigi family and Pope Gregory XVI granted Anna the privilege of
a private chapel. Here, Anna gathered
with her family for daily Mass, morning and evening prayer, devotions and
meditation. The Taigi home was not
a magnificent church or a monastery,
it was ‘a real home filled with the
joyous laughter of people deeply at
peace with the world’.3 Anna’s seven
children, despite Domenico’s difficult
character and notoriously short temper, grew up in a home filled with the
love of God. Anna diligently taught
them the Catechism, protecting them
from anything that might endanger
their innocence. They enjoyed puppet
16
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shows and played blindman’s bluff
in the evenings. Domenico lovingly
called his home ‘a paradise’ ‘filled
with the peace of God’.4 This peace
was achieved by Anna’s heroic renunciation, always seeking Domenico’s
blessing first before her endeavours.
Her pious exercises were second to
her family duties. Our Lord gave her
this advice:
My daughter, spiritual profit consists neither in penance nor in the
frequentation of the Sacraments,
nay, not even in abiding sorrow for
sin, but in the union of your will
with Mine.5
It is claimed that Anna’s manner of
suffering matched that of the desert
hermits. One day, she heard the Lord
ask ‘what is your wish? To follow
Jesus poor and naked and stripped of
all, or to follow Him in His Triumph
and glory?’ She promptly answered:
‘I embrace the Cross of my Jesus, I
will carry it, like Him, in pain and
ignominy’. Anna willingly suffered
for forty-seven years, lovingly making
up for the sufferings of Christ. To the
undiscerning mind, this was folly.
For Anna, it was the sweet wisdom of
God. While she suffered, she praised
God for it meant ‘another soul won
for God’.7
One day during Mass, the Lord appeared to Anna and healed her of a
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serious illness, granting her in turn,
His power to heal. To avoid acknowledgement, she would attribute healings to a statue of St Philomena or to
the blessed oil she brought with her
when visiting the sick. Anna visited
the incurables in hospital to comfort
those with contagious diseases. It
must be noted that her gift of healing
the wounds of the body reflected also
her most precious gift of healing the
wounds of the soul. Many priests
were ‘freed from the snares of the
devil during the course of a simple
conversation with her’.8 She healed
the wounds of horses, dogs and even
the poor cats of Rome. There are
countless miracles attributed to her
as Cardinal Pedicini stated: ‘During
her lifetime she was one of the greatest, if not the very greatest, of the
wonder-workers of modern times’.
At Mass, she witnessed the Host
come to life in the form of the Child
Jesus reclining on ‘petals of white
lilies’, saying to her ‘I am the flower of
the fields and the lily of the valley’.10
Another time during Mass, the Host
floated from the holy fingers of the
priest and landed straight on her
tongue. Cardinal Pedicini testified
that her frequent Communions were
‘ravished by ecstasy’.11 At home,
Anna would be cleaning a pot and the
Lord would be there. Other times she
would be sweeping and she would
be transported spiritually from this

earth. Her daughter Sophie witnessed
her levitate. At the dinner table, Anna
would raise her eyes to heaven with
spoon in hand and be swept away in
ecstasy. Domenico not understanding
these ‘eccentricities’ would shake her,
worried she might be having a stroke.
This would happen regularly and the
children would instruct one another
to leave her alone as she was ‘resting
or praying’. Domenico was convinced
she was sleeping all the time and he
advised her to go to bed earlier.12
In the back streets of Rome, Anna
prayed in her humble home wishing
to live a hidden life. One day, a vision in the form of the sun appeared
before her, its majesty covered by a
cloud:
A Crown of Thorns surmounted
the sun, two thorns surrounded it
meeting at the bottom. Gold Rays
emanated from the sun.13
The vision was so heavenly that no
artist could draw it. As Anna grew in
virtue the vision became clearer. For
forty-seven years Anna, who could
not even write, witnessed in the sun,
the destiny of mankind, unveiling
to the humble housewife, the things
of God, past, present and future. At
times, Anna thought she was ‘crazy’.14
She wondered if it was an evil spirit
who spoke to her. Jesus reassured
her: ‘When I speak to you I produce in
17

you tenderness, peace, compunction;
above all, humility’.15 The learned
are full of pride but those who
humble themselves shall ‘merit my
Kingdom, and to these I unfold My
secrets’.16 The Decree of Beatification describes it as ‘a prodigy unique
in the annals of sanctity’.17 In this
sun, she penetrated the depths and
rose up to heaven where she saw the
eternal lot of the dead’.18
A brief glimpse at this sun and she
entered into the hidden chambers
of kings and witnessed the secret
sufferings of souls in faraway lands.19
Kings, queens, princes of the Church,
popes and saints, the poor, the sick
and the forgotten, all came to ask
this humble woman about the state
of their souls or ‘to teach them the
secrets of Heaven’.20 Anna never
abused this remarkable gift, revealing only what was necessary. She
welcomed the endless procession of
souls with equal charity. The Lord
called Anna: ‘to console people of

all sorts and conditions, priests,
prelates, My very Vicar himself’.21
Sometimes, when Domenico came
home, he found the little house full of
people. Anna immediately abandoned
‘everybody, prelates and lords, and
hurried to receive me’.22 They would
have to wait while Anna attended to
the needs of her family. Her duties to
her family were far more important
to her than anyone who came to seek
her advice.
Anna followed the trials of Pius VII,
hour by hour, like a moving film
in her mysterious sun. The pope
communicated with Anna several
times, sending her his blessing and
requesting her prayers. Through
her, cardinals and the faithful alike
learned of the pope’s tribulations in
prison. She foretold the end of his
trials describing with precise detail
his triumphant return. However,
the papacy went from one crisis
to another.23 After Pius VII fell
and broke his thigh, Anna warned

Incorrupt body of Blessed Anna Maria Taigi, Church of San Crisogono, Rome
(CC- BY - SA 3.0 Waerfelu)
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that there was no cure and that the
pope should prepare for death and
receive the last sacraments without
delay. Her advice was heeded and
the Holy Father died the following
morning. When Leo XII became unwell with a serious illness, the pope
relied on Anna’s constant advice
and prayer. She would send counsel
saying, ‘send this visitor about his
business and keep an eye on that
one’.24 She witnessed the enemies of
the Church stirring up discontent,
plotting daily revolutions against
God’s Sacred Tiara. Anna watched
the violence mounting against the
papacy, warned the faithful few and
suffered for us all. God used Anna
to confound His enemies. Indeed,
Blessed Pius IX declared that Anna’s
mission and role in the history of
mankind was ‘to humble in the dust
the pomp of the world’.25
Anna found perfection not by harsh
penances living in the desert but
in the busy home of a large family:
by mending socks, cooking meals
and raising children. By her hidden
faithfulness to God, Church, family
and neighbour, Anna achieved the
personal sanctification willed by
God. Her life bore the supernatural
gifts and fruits of the Holy Ghost
in a tangible and visible way. By
living a humble sacramental life of
grace, faithful to her daily duty and
abandoned to the will of God, she

is a source of extraordinary inspiration for women in the twenty-first
century, a perfect role model for ‘all
states and conditions in life’.26
Blessed Anna, pray for us!
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“Flyin’ again, Mother?…”

Mother Mary Martin

Founder of the Medical
Missionaries of Mary
Mary-Jacinta Murphy

One fascinating occupation of the
Blessed in Heaven is the study of
the Divine pattern behind events.
In this article, we shall see how
the Holy Ghost, Divine Craftsman,
wove human destinies in an unlikely, yet harmonious, manner. The
little martyr of ancient times, St
Philomena, was expressly destined
to confound human wisdom in the

Mother Mary Martin (1892 - 1975)
20
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nineteenth century. Standing at
the thirteenth-century Cistercian
monastic ruins at Monkstown, Co.
Dublin, one wonders if a similar
transaction occurred for the souls
of Africa. For from the original
Monkstown, as it was called after
the 13th- century monastery,were
to come two twentieth-century
apostles of Africa: Edel Quinn, lay
apostle and Marie Martin, the lesser-known foundress of the Medical
Missionaries of Mary.
By the nineteenth century this
quarter of Dublin county – where
nowadays (no doubt due to another
mysterious spiritual trade-off) the
priory and largest church of the
SSPX in Ireland is located – was a
thriving spot populated by wealthy
merchant families. The large
Martin family was such a family.
There was a freshness and vitali-
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ty to Catholic society at the time:
Catholic emancipation was a notso-distant memory and their newly
found, unquestioned place in public
life a joy. That life was a round of
business, innocent merriment and
unostentatious religion1.
It was into this environment that
Marie Martin was born in 1892. She
did not, however, shine at school.
Her talents and charms were personal and practical rather than
intellectual and, besides, her whole
being was concentrated in that
domestic atmosphere which was
her lifeblood and without which
she could not, for the present, be
happy. She left each school with as
much rapidity as decently possible.
The good Lord who deigned Marie
to mother a continent required her
to mature and blossom in the sunshine of an excellent mother and no
institution could fill that gap. Thus,
Marie returned home to assume
the hidden and charitable duties
of an accomplished young lady of
her time: visits to the nursery and
to the sick, as well as the round of
social engagements which formed
part of her duty of state and which
she frankly enjoyed. No doubt this
round of social engagements could
well have culminated in the expected marriage as Marie already had a
couple of admirers.

Providence intervened to supply
the requisite maturing and deepening experience for Marie in the
shape of World War I. In the Martins’ response is seen the mettle of
a family that recognises its duties
to society. Far from hiding behind
its mantle of self-sufficiency and
privilege, the male and female

VAD poster

members of the Martin family dug
in for the common good. Marie,
who had hitherto lived a rather
sheltered life, applied for work as a
Voluntary Aid Detachment (VAD)
nurse and was accepted for work in
distant Malta.
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Physical suffering and sacrifice
were the lot of a nurse but all of Marie’s sympathy was focused on her
patients, for whom she supplied little treats and restoratives from her
meagre salary. The conditions were
frightful: undrinkable water, reliance on tinned foods from England,
continuous dysentery on the wards
and a shortage of sheets. By the time
Marie arrived home for Christmas
in 1916, she had matured into a ‘determined’ individual. She was then
twenty-four, an age at which most
start to contemplate their future.
She gives the following account of
the beginning of her vocation:
I prayed that I might know what
God wanted me to do with my
life. I thought marriage a most
wonderful vocation; always I
had before me the example of my
mother who had reared twelve
children – twelve souls for God. I
thought that, like her, I would get
married and have many children
… Suddenly, there flashed across
my mind the realisation that by
becoming a Sister one could mother many, many souls2 .
This movement of grace was decisive. The next day, Marie met her
friend and told him that, for her,
marriage was ‘out of the question’.
But where to go? How was this
spiritual maternity to be concretely
22
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realised? She had no idea. In fact,
the pattern of her life was to be
‘one venture after another ending in yet another breakdown in
health’.3 The next few years were a
journey of blind faith: considering
religious life, yet not attracted to
any existing order; longing to join
a missionary order, yet held back
by poor health and other factors;
obtaining a midwifery certificate in
Holles Street Hospital (1921), knowing full well that Canon Law at the
time forbade religious to engage
as midwives. It must have seemed
as though God was planting in her
heart seeds of contradictory vocations, an impossible dream.
Enter Bishop Joseph Shanahan,

Joseph Shanahan B.Sc., C.S.Sp.
(1871–1943)
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Holy Ghost Father, fresh from his
pilgrimage to St Therese of Lisieux.
‘Agony’ was the simple word chosen
by the bishop to describe his feelings at watching whole populations
evade the Church, all for the want
of helpers – hence the pilgrimage.
‘Urgently needed if you don’t mind
facing things alone’ was his message to Marie, while ‘desperate’
was her (characteristically Irish)
term to describe the parting from
her family for Africa4. On arrival,
she was put in charge of a boarding
school, not a hospital, as her training and inclinations would have
indicated. The problems of the mission itself were acute; hypocrisy
was rife among the converts: some
of them went so far as to send their
concubines away before the big
feasts, only to receive them back
immediately after having received
the sacraments. In such urgent circumstances, watching the administrative machine creak and groan
its way to a decision about the
proposed religious order must have
been torture. Indeed, the ‘hardest
obedience’ of Marie’s life came
when a telegram from the bishop
ordered her back to Ireland to begin her novitiate for the Missionary
Sisters who would be formed by the
Dominicans.
On returning to Ireland, Marie

did her best to persevere with the
Dominican Sisters but she was
intensely drawn to prayer and the
contemplative life. Another false
start came in 1927 on her petition
to and refusal by the prioress of
Hampton Carmel. Although all the
other members of the community
had voted for Marie’s admission,
the prioress was convinced her vocation lay elsewhere. Meeting with
Jesuit priest Fr Agius, she resolved
to go to Glasgow to help in a home
for unmarried mothers. In spite of
the fact that her health broke down
shortly after her arrival in 1928
making her an invalid for the next
four years, Fr Agius allowed her to
enter the religious institute he was
founding. This, however, proved to
be another will-o’-the-wisp on the
road to her vocation. Fr Agius was
well-meaning but unsuited to the
foundation of an order and Marie,
on better advice, was induced to
seek a dispensation from her vows
in his nascent institute. Approaching her fortieth birthday, she was
so ill that she could not even visit
the Carmels she had renewed hope
of entering. She was still attracted
to the contemplative life but this
did not prevent her from arguing
most vehemently for the need for
consecrated women to engage in
maternity work. Slowly but surely,
through winding paths, Marie was
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being brought to the realisation of
her life’s goal.
In God’s plan, there was one more
step to be taken: the charism of
her order was not yet complete. In
a sense, the founder or foundress
of a religious order epitomises this
charism, which is always an illustration of grace building on nature.
In Marie’s case, great organisational skills inherited from her merchant family5 were combined with
an upright and sincere care for her
neighbours’ needs. (The Martins
had been exemplary for caring for
their workers.) From her mother,
Marie inherited that selfless and
unsentimental determination that
kept Mrs Martin working for her
children after the tragic death of
her husband, Marie’s father. Marie’s education in various hospitals
was a necessary precondition for a
medical foundation. Such was the
natural foundation on which grace
was to build and it indicated clearly
an active, not a contemplative, life
for Marie. The period in Nigeria
served to turn Marie’s thoughts permanently in a missionary direction,
while the stops and starts allowed
by Providence formed in Marie a
very great devotion to the Divine
Will – an absolutely necessary precondition for a foundress if she is
not to mistake her own self-will for
God’s Will. Her frequent illnesses
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demonstrated to her independent
and active nature the necessity for
reliance on God, while her strong
attraction to contemplative life
deepened the spirit of prayer on
which the whole foundation needed
to be built. The final touches to the
charism of the order came via the
Benedictines.
A chance encounter with the Benedictine prior of the newly-founded Glenstal Abbey, Co. Limerick,
which was experiencing domestic
chaos, led to an unusual transaction: Marie and her companions, if
any could be induced to join her,
would take up housekeeping roles
in the Benedictine abbey in return
for formation in religious life. The
transaction proved successful and
an able filtration system for sturdy
vocational prospects was fortified
by the ubiquitous Glenstal rats.
Glenstal also provided the ideal
setting for interested ladies to carry out an unobtrusive timetable of
silent work and prayer. Meanwhile,
interested clerics were not idle in
furthering with Rome and with
diocesan authorities the cause of
the nascent congregation. Some
cracks had already appeared in the
canonical opposition to religious
practising midwifery – a diocesan
congregation of midwives had been
successfully founded.

History

In January 1937, Marie was at last
called to Nigeria after an absence
of many years. No sooner had she
landed on African soil than she
was struck down by malaria. At
age forty-five, on a hospital bed,
the foundress was professed and
the congregation of the Medical
Missionaries of Mary canonically
established from Rome but Mother Marie was carried to the boat
home. The vicar apostolic doubted
she would reach Ireland alive. ‘Never let me see that woman in Africa
again’, was the gloomy comment by
the doctor6. After a few days’ rest,
however, Mother Marie astonished
all with her vigour and was caught
up in a whirl of activity: formulating constitutions, discussing foundations, assessing aspirants and
postulants, and forming novices.
The thirty years between her
profession as the first Missionary
of Mary and her final protracted
illness could be summed up in the
words of the long-suffering garda
on traffic duty on O’Connell Bridge
in Dublin: ‘Flyin’ again, Mother?’.7
(With that instinctive epikeia, or in
layman’s terms, sense of proportion
and equity so beloved of the Catholic Irish, Mother Marie was somewhat casual in her application of
the driving and parking code.) The
policeman’s plaintive and effective
reproof when Mother ‘flew’ a little

too speedily was, ‘You may be in
the state of grace, Mother, but what
about the fellow you run down?’8
Despite the rationing and shortages
created by the outbreak of World
War II, the infant congregation rapidly grew. Foundations were made
in other African countries and in
distant China, as well as in Ireland
(Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital in
Drogheda was founded by Mother
Marie’s congregation). Donations
poured in from the faithful and
vocations were plentiful with a
hundred medical missionaries of
Mary by the end of 1944. Mother
Marie’s energy was mostly expended in travel for the foundation,
administration and formation of
her expanding institute. Her correspondence was truly colossal, and
the Divine Wisdom in ordering so
many years of interior preparation
now became evident: Mother was
able to switch fluidly from external occupations to the interior life
and this rich interior life was now
the food of her novices. As Mother
Marie dispatched her missionary
sisters, she quoted to them the
words of Bishop Shanahan: ‘There
are trials for you as before all missionaries, but remember it is Christ
Himself who sweats in our sweat,
who burns in our fevers, who aches
in our tired limbs, who continues
His suffering in ours’.9
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And Mother Marie was to be privileged to continue His suffering for
some years once her work as foundress was finished. Throughout the
years of the Second Vatican Council,
she remained busy and substantially
undisturbed even if perplexed and
troubled by the direction of certain
churchmen and documents. She was
extremely wary of the prevailing
secularism and not afraid to seek
advice about the strange voices
coming from high places. Most notably, she questioned Cardinal Suenens’ The Nun in the World10. But she
continued to work with tranquillity
in that portion of the Lord’s vineyard which had been entrusted to
her, namely, her own Order.
Perhaps it was in view of the tumultuous changes which would visit the
liturgy and all religious orders that
God withdrew his faithful servant
from the public eye and dimmed her
faculties. After an illness in 1968,
the clarity of her mind did not return and lucid moments were few.
Mother Marie had to be replaced
in her active duties as foundress,
though she retained an honorary position for the rest of her life, which
was painful, lonely and inactive.
Once more, the carer became the
patient but this time the reverse was
permanent and the humiliation complete. She, who was such a gifted
organiser of people, could no longer
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communicate her thoughts. Always
very human, she confided: ‘I want to
say something and the words that
come out are not the words I want,
not the words I meant … I feel so
very lonely’.11 Appropriately, as the
Mystical Body was under attack
and as the Holy Sacrifice of the
Mass was looted and despoiled, the
suffering features of Christ could
be traced in his faithful but mute
spouse. The magnanimous Mother
Marie had once written in her trademark straightforward style: ‘Our
Lord is worth it all, and more’. On 27
January 1975, after a characteristic
‘Thank you, dear’, to the nursing sister, she gave up her soul to God. For
seven long years, she had given Him
not only her ‘all’ but some ‘more’.
Now it was His turn.
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Report

In The Hills of Donegal
Comhaltas Chríost Rí Summer
Trip, 26 June – 2 July
Ethan Connolly

‘Are you sitting down?’ ventured
the secretary on the other end of
the phone. It’s never a question
that it wont to set the recipient
at ease, but with a mere three
days remaining until Comhaltas
Chríost Rí’s (CCR) annual summer
trip got underway, it carried more
than the usual potential to elevate
blood pressure levels. I took a deep
breath: ‘Yes’.

The possibility of disaster when
coordinating a tribe of young adults
is a reality that one swiftly learns
to bear in mind. The current administration would not hesitate to
testify to this fact. Nonetheless, the
revelation that the accommodation
booked for the week was now fully
occupied by displaced Ukrainians
came as something of a curveball.
Our hostel owner in Co. Donegal
had chosen the wrong time to contract selective amnesia.
‘Is he capable of coming up with
some alternative solution?’ a disembodied voice, which I thought
sounded suspiciously like my own,
queried.

Assaranca Waterfall

‘He has suggested that we use an
Airbnb owned by him in the town,
which could be combined with an27

Fish n' Chips in Donegal Town Centre

other building, but that would 'only
be available for five nights as he’ll
have to kick us out to accommodate a wedding party.’
The upcoming wedding was that of
a family member of a well-known
former footballer. The addition
of the Italia ’90 team to our list of
adversaries was a step too far. I
suddenly felt a deep affinity for all
things Romanian.
It, therefore, came as something of a
miracle when, forty-eight hours later, we found ourselves settled into
accommodation a couple of miles
from Glencolumbkille. Divine Providence had seen us through. Again.
The invaluable nature of CCR and
the support it has provided to many
young traditional Catholics over
the years is something that even we
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ourselves in the group are prone
to forget. Whether it be in school,
university or the workplace, the
daily challenges that many face
trying to maintain the demands of
the Faith, so incompatible with the
standards of our secular society,
are draining, both spiritually and
psychologically. The companionship and guidance offered by the
group’s pursuance of its three
tenets of prayer, study and friendship are often indispensable aids
in the struggle of navigating these
turbulent years. Shared values are
a necessary building block in any
true friendship, a phenomenon that
one hardly expects to find with any
frequency on the college campus in
the majority of Irish institutions.
After the roaring success of our
first summer trip to Kerry in June
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of last year, there was no question
as to whether we would return for
round two. The week serves as a
fitting climax to a year’s worth of
activity on the part of the group
and an ideal doorway from one academic year to the next. Nineteen individuals in total took advantage of
the opportunity this time round, as
we arrived in Donegal on Sunday,
26 June, all set for a week of Mass,
conferences and fun.
Let me just say upfront, Donegal
is absolutely stunning. Part of the
holiday was given over to exquisite
walks along the cliffs neighbouring
Glencolumbkille and the majestic
Slieve League, as well as days on
the beautiful Silver Strand and
Maghera beaches, all of which
proved to be breathtaking. This was
partly due to the panoramic scen-

ery, but admittedly the hyperventilation was owed mostly to some of
our group’s decision to consistently
scale every single rockface that
hove into view – a decision that was
made at the expense of the mental
quietude of the more nervy individuals. The temptation to plan our
next trip as a climb of Everest may
prove too much.
It really ought to be mentioned
though, the level of sheer, brazen
capitalism in carparks in the northwest is staggering. One sightseeing
destination was guarded by a lone
car in a field which demanded €3
from every vehicle that wanted to
stay – another locality had introduced a €5 charge for driving up
a cliff, a requirement that some of
our well-travelled members were
quick to point out was entirely new.
The man in the hi-vis soon realised
his mistake when he attempted to
persuade an SSPX priest and his followers that: ‘Change is always good’.
The Tuesday afternoon saw a trip
to the go-karting track in Letterkenny, which was an experience in
and of itself. Rivalries boiled over
as the need for speed became too
much for some, whilst for others
it was like finally coming home.
According to local reports, the dust
clouds are still clearing.

Hiking Slieve League
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The formative side of the seven
days was also fully provided for
with daily Mass, Rosary, Compline
and the availability of Confession
ensuring that spiritual needs were
catered for at all times. In addition,
a handful of conferences and discussion sessions, courtesy of our
tireless chaplain and some dedicated researchers, saw a wide array
of topics dealt with including bad
habits, vocations, socialism and the
priesthood. Plenty of fruitful time
was given to the consideration of
these issues facing young Catholics
in their day-to-day lives. By the
time Saturday came around, all had
been thoroughly spiritually and
mentally refreshed, if left somewhat physically wanting.
The final act of the trip consisted
of many of our number making the
long, early trip to Dublin on Saturday morning and attending the
March for Life in the city centre. A

panic-buying excursion to the nearest hardware store to construct a
makeshift flagpole for the group’s
flag was a minor diversion in an
otherwise smooth journey to the
Garden of Remembrance. In the
wake of the momentous decision of
the Supreme Court in the US, the
gathering had a renewed energy and
hope, which had taken such a dent
after the tragedy of four years ago. A
fitting act of Catholic action to conclude an incredible, enriching week.
As always, we’re deeply indebted
to the long-suffering Fr Kimball
for selflessly giving his time to the
cause. Thanks are also due to the
loyal committee for their tireless
work in ensuring the week happened, even in the face of the dark
forces that threatened to scupper
us at the eleventh hour. Just as
importantly, though, we owe all of
you kind benefactors over the years
who have made this kind of apostolate possible with your generous
support. Rest assured you will always be remembered in the prayers
of the group, as well as having
the Holy Sacrifice offered for you
every year by our chaplain. Keep
your eyes peeled for our fundraiser
event this coming autumn.
Adveniat Regnum Tuum!

Rallying for Life in Dublin
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Collage

Mass at Bundoran

First Holy Communion in Belfast
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Corpus Christi in Athlone

St Kevin's Way
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Collage

St Kevin's Way

Chartres
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Summer 2022 Events
Aug

1-7

Girls' camp

7-12

Boys' Camp

15
19-21
Sept

Oct

Newry Mass Rock Pilgrimage
St Declan's Way Pilgrimage

9-11

Knock Conference fsspx.ie/knock

17-18

Youth outing

16
29-30

Mission Sunday
Youth outing

FSSPX Northern Ireland
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FSSPX Republic of Ireland

Priestly Society of Saint Pius X in Ireland
DUBLIN St. John the Evangelist Church
1 Upper Mounttown Road Dún Laoghaire,
Co. Dublin A96 P793
T: (01) 284 2206

Mass Times
- Sunday 9am & 11am
- Monday - Friday 11am & 6:30pm most days
- Saturday 11am

Saint Pius X House
12 Tivoli Terrace S, Dún Laoghaire
Co. Dublin A96 KV65
T: (01) 284 2206
Resident:
Rev. Fr Patrick Abbet (Prior)
Rev. Fr Leo Boyle
Rev. Fr Patrick Kimball
Rev. Fr Jules Doutrebente
ATHLONE Corpus Christi Church
Connaught Gardens, Athlone
Co. Westmeath N37 E671
T: 090 643 3703

Mass Times
- Sunday 10am (check website, can be 4pm)
- Saturday 10am
- Friday 6:30pm

BELFAST Saint Pius V Chapel
78 Andersonstown Road
Belfast, Co. Antrim
BT11 9AN
T: (028) 9445 3654

Mass Times
- Sunday 12noon

CORK Our Lady of the Rosary Church
Shanakiel Road Sunday’s Well,
Co. Cork T23 T389
T: (090) 643 3703

Mass Times
- Sunday 11am (check website, can be 4pm)
- Saturday 11am

NEWRY Our Lady of Knock Chapel
Unit 5 Richbrook Business Park,
Mill Road, Bessbrook,
Newry, Co. Down BT35 7DT
T: (048) 30 825730

Mass Times
- Sunday 8:30am
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The Society of St. Pius X is an international priestly society of common life
without vows, whose purpose is the priesthood and that which pertains
to it.
Since its foundation by Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre in 1970, the Society
has formed priests according to the immemorial teachings of the Catholic
Church. By offering the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass in the traditional Latin
rite and administering the sacraments according to the traditional rites in
vigour in 1962 (before the Second Vatican Council 1962-5), the Society’s
priests perpetuate what the Church has taught and done throughout its
history. By the exercise of the teaching office of its priests, the Society
fights against the errors that presently afflict the Church.

